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ABOUT THIS SETTLEMENT SCHEME
This document is called the “settlement scheme”. It has a lot of important information
for people who are “group members” in the Palm Island Class Action.
You are a group member in the class action if you are an Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander person and you were “ordinarily resident” on Palm Island on 19 November
2004 (which means you usually lived there or it was your home) and you were still
ordinarily resident there (or still usually lived there) on 10 March 2010.
Almost all of the group members are going to be paid compensation by the State of
Queensland. This settlement scheme tells you how that is going to happen.
This settlement scheme is long and has a lot of complicated information in it. You don’t
have to read it all at once, and you can read things over a few times if you want. If you
don’t understand something, then you can ask someone to help you understand it.
Sometimes you will see words quoted and in bold, “like this”. If you see that, it means
those words are a “defined term”. Words are a defined term when they have a special
meaning that they don’t normally have, or that a lot of people don’t understand.
The first time that we use a defined term, we will tell you what it means. Sometimes we
will say what it means a few times in the settlement scheme, because it is very
important. You can see a list of all of the defined terms and the page numbers where
we say what they mean at the end of the settlement scheme, where it says, “PART L:
List of defined terms”.
If you have any questions about the things in this settlement scheme you can:
(a)

call us on 02 9286 3133 or 0476 288 518,

(b)

email us at palmisland@levittrobinson.com, or

(c)

post us a letter at PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300.
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THE SETTLEMENT SCHEME
PART A:
1

WHAT IS THE SETTLEMENT SCHEME?

A class action was brought by Lex, Agnes and Cecilia Wotton against the State of
Queensland and the Commissioner of the Queensland Police Service. The case
was called Wotton & Others v State of Queensland & Another (which we call the
“Palm Island Class Action”) and it was about the police investigation into the
death of Mulrunji Doomadgee in November 2004 and the police response to the
protests in the community at that time. The class action is in the Federal Court of
Australia. In this settlement scheme, when we say “the court” we mean the
Federal Court of Australia.

2

A class action is a lawsuit that is brought by one or more people (who are called
the “applicants”) on behalf of a group of people (who are called the “group
members”) against one or more other people (who are called the
“respondents”). It is called a class action when the applicants and the group
members have similar claims against the respondents.

3

The group members in this class action are Aboriginal people and Torres Strait
Islanders who were “ordinarily resident” on Palm Island on 19 November 2004
(which means they usually lived there or it was their home) and were still
ordinarily resident there (or still usually lived there) on 10 March 2010.

4

The applicants in this class action are Lex, Agnes, and Cecilia Wotton, and the
respondents are the State of Queensland and the Commissioner of the
Queensland Police Service.

5

On 5 December 2016, the court decided that the applicants should get paid
compensation for what happened to them. This was called the “judgment”.
Because of the judgment, some group members could also bring a claim for
compensation.

6

In 2017 the group members were given a chance to register if they thought that
they were group members and may be able to claim compensation in the class
action. The group members who are registered are called the “registered group
members”.

7

The State of Queensland has agreed to pay $30 million to the registered group
members for compensation and legal costs. That money is called the
“settlement fund”. Out of that $30 million, there is about $26.5 million for
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compensation and about $3.5 million for legal costs, although those amounts
might change slightly. We explain how they might change later in this
settlement scheme.
8

Almost all registered group members will be paid some money out of the
settlement fund, but the amount they get depends on what happened to them
in November 2004.

9

The settlement scheme sets out how the settlement fund is going to be paid to
group members. The settlement scheme has been approved by the court.

A1:

Who is the scheme administrator and who are we?

10

Stewart Alan Levitt has been appointed by the court as the “scheme
administrator”. The court has said Mr Levitt will be the person who manages
the settlement fund and organises how and when group members are paid out
of the settlement fund. It is his job to make sure that everything in the
settlement scheme gets done the way it is supposed to. Doing what the
settlement scheme says is called “administering” the settlement scheme.

11

Levitt Robinson were the lawyers who worked for Lex, Agnes and Cecilia Wotton
in the class action. They are also the lawyers for the scheme administrator.

12

“We” are the scheme administrator (Stewart Alan Levitt) and Levitt Robinson, as
the lawyers for the scheme administrator. When the settlement scheme talks
about “we” or “us”, that’s who it means.

13

Most of the registered group members have also hired Levitt Robinson to be
their lawyers in the class action. You might have done this by filling out a form
called a “No Win No Fee Cost Agreement”.

14

You can ask us any questions that you want to about the settlement scheme. If
you want to ask us a question, you should contact us by:
(a)

calling 02 9286 3133 or 0476 288 518;

(b)

emailing palmisland@levittrobinson.com; or

(c)

sending a letter to PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300.
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A2:

Who are you?

15

This settlement scheme is for people who are registered group members in the
Palm Island Class Action. When we say “you”, we are talking to the registered
group members.

16

If you are not a registered group member, then the things in this settlement
scheme are not about you.

PART B:
17

NOTICES TO YOU

There are a few times when the settlement scheme says we have to send you a
letter telling you something. We will have to do that when we decide what subgroup you are in or if there has been an assessment about how much you will
get paid. If you ask for a review, we will have to send you a letter telling you
what the outcome is.

18

When the settlement scheme says we have to send you a letter telling you
something, that letter is called a “notice”. Any notice that we send you that tells
you about a decision about your claim will also tell you the reasons why the
decision was made.

19

If we have to send you a notice, we will do this in up to four ways.

20

The first way is to post the notice to the address that you have given us. We will
only do this if you have given us a postal address that is not on Palm Island. We
will not post the notices to Palm Island as the post office there does not deliver
post to individual addresses.

21

The second way that we will give you the notice is by emailing it to you. We will
only do this if you have given us an email address. We know that a lot of people
don’t have email addresses, so don’t worry if you don’t.

22

The third way that we may give you the notice is by delivering the notice to you
by courier at an address that you have provided to us.

23

The fourth way that we will give you a notice is by giving it to you personally on
Palm Island or in Townsville.
IMPORTANT: You should make sure that we can contact you so we can give
you the notices.
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If you do not get the notices until later, you will not know what is
happening in the class action, and that means you might miss out on some
of the compensation that you should be paid.
24

To make sure that we know how we can contact you, you can:
(a)

call us on 02 9286 3133 or 0476 288 518,

(b)

email us at palmisland@levittrobinson.com, or

(c)

send a letter to PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300.

PART C:

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHETHER YOU WILL BE PAID
COMPENSATION FROM THE SETTLEMENT FUND?

C1:

Are you a registered group member?

25

To be paid money out of the settlement fund, you have to be a “registered
group member”. Almost all of the registered group members will be paid some
money out of the settlement fund, but they will not all be paid the same
amount.

26

To be a registered group member, you must have registered with Levitt
Robinson or with the court by 1 July 2017, or the court has given you permission
to register late. If you are not sure whether you are a registered group member,
you can find out by:

27

(a)

calling 02 9286 3133 or 0476 288 518;

(b)

emailing palmisland@levittrobinson.com;

(c)

sending a letter to PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300;

(d)

asking us if you see us on Palm Island or in Townsville.

If you are a group member but you are not on the list of registered group
members, that means that you did not register as a group member on time. If
you did not register on time, you will not be paid anything out of the
settlement fund. You will only be paid money out of the settlement fund if your
name is in the list of registered group members.
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C2:

Which sub-group are you in?

28

The group members in the class action have been broken up into three “subgroups”, based on what happened to them in November 2004. If you are a
registered group member, that means you are in at least one of the sub-groups.
The amount that you will be paid out of the settlement fund will depend on
which sub-group you are in. Some people are in more than one sub-group.

29

The first sub-group is called the “SERT sub-group”. “SERT” stands for the
“Special Emergency Response Team”. That’s the name of the police special
forces squad that was raiding peoples’ houses on Palm Island in 2004 after the
fire in the police station. You are in the SERT sub-group if you were there when
the SERT squad was raiding peoples’ houses or arresting people and you were in
a house that was raided, you were arrested or you saw what was happening. You
are also in the SERT sub-group if the SERT squad raided your house.

30

The SERT sub-group has four different kinds of claims. Most people in the SERT
sub-group have one of these claims, but a few might have more than one. We
explain these claims in the part of this settlement scheme called “C3: Types of
SERT sub-group claims”.

31

The second sub-group is called the “travel restriction sub-group”. When
everything was happening in November 2004, the police shut down the ferry
and the airport, so that no one could get to Palm Island or leave Palm Island.
You are in the travel restriction sub-group if you tried to get to Palm Island or
leave Palm Island, but you couldn’t do that because you couldn’t get on a ferry
or a flight.

32

If you are in the SERT sub-group, you might also be in the travel restriction subgroup.

33

The third sub-group is called the “general damages sub-group”. If you are not
in the SERT sub-group or the travel restriction sub-group, and you are a
registered group member then you are in the general damages sub-group.

34

Some group members in the general damages sub-group and the travel
restriction sub-group will get more than others depending on what happened to
them in November 2004. We will tell you if we think that you are one of these
people in the “sub-group notice”. We explain what the sub-group notice is at
paragraph 80 of this settlement scheme.
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We explain how it will be decided which people in the general damages subgroup and travel restriction sub-group will get more than others, in the part of
this settlement scheme called “E6: Further damages for general damages and
travel restriction sub-groups”.

C3:

Types of SERT sub-group claims

36

There are four different types of claim in the SERT sub-group. If you are in the
SERT sub-group, the amount of compensation you get will depend on the type
of claim you have.

37

The first type of claim is called a “SERT-present” claim. You have a SERT-present
claim if the SERT squad raided your home or the place you were living, staying
or visiting on Palm Island, and you were there at the time.

38

The second type of claim is called a “SERT-witness” claim. You have a SERTwitness claim if you were there when the SERT squad raided someone’s home or
arrested someone, but you were not present in any of the houses at the time
they were raided, you were not assaulted by them, and they didn’t raid your
home.

39

The third type of claim is called a “SERT-property” claim. You have a SERTproperty claim if the SERT squad raided your home, but you weren’t there at the
time.

40

The fourth type of claim is called a “SERT-assault” claim. You have a SERTassault claim if you were a SERT-witness who was also assaulted by the SERT
squad.

41

Being assaulted by the SERT squad doesn’t just mean that they physically hurt
you. It could also mean that they pointed a gun at you or threatened you, so
that you thought they were about to physically hurt you.

42

You can have more than one different SERT sub-group claim. For example, if
your home was raided when you were not there, but you were at someone else’s
home when it was raided, you could have a SERT-property claim and a SERTpresent claim.

43

How it will be decided how much compensation the people in the SERT subgroup will get is set out in the part of this settlement scheme called “PART F:
How will the compensation that the SERT sub-group get be decided?”
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C4:

People who can’t be paid compensation

44

Some people might have registered as group members who are not entitled to
compensation. This might be because:
(a)

they registered as group members but they are not actually group
members, because they are not Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander
People, or because they were not ordinarily resident on Palm Island at
the relevant times; or

(b)

they have already been paid compensation for the things they are
claiming for.

45

If the scheme administrator decides that you aren’t entitled to compensation, he
will say this in your sub-group notice and he will also say why he decided that
you are not entitled to be paid compensation. If you don’t agree with that
decision, you can ask for a review. We explain this in the part of this settlement
scheme called “E7: What do you do if you think that the scheme
administrator has made a mistake in the sub-group notice?”

PART D:

HOW WILL THE SETTLEMENT FUND BE PAID?

D1:

Our fees

46

Levitt Robinson have been working for the applicants and the group members in
the class action on a “no win no fee” basis. That means that the group members
have not had to pay Levitt Robinson any money for the work they have done
until now (although Levitt Robinson were paid some money by the Queensland
Government after the applicants won their case).

47

Now that almost all of the registered group members will be paid compensation,
that means they have “won”, and so Levitt Robinson will now charge for their
fees for the work that they have done for you.

48

The court has said that Levitt Robinson will be paid $XX for the work that Levitt
Robinson has done for the group members but has not been paid for, which is
called the “outstanding costs”. Those fees will be paid to Levitt Robinson out of
the settlement fund as soon as possible. Levitt Robinson will also be paid for the
work they did in preparing the settlement scheme and going to the court to
have the settlement approved. The court has said that they can be paid $XX for
that work, which is called the “approval costs”.
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The court has also said that the scheme administrator can be paid up to $XX for
the costs of administering the settlement scheme, which are called the
“administration costs”. That amount includes the fees charged by Levitt
Robinson and by the other people that the scheme administrator will hire to
help with the administration, like the barristers who will be the assessors and
reviewers, and the psychiatrists who will assess the SERT sub-group members for
any psychological injury or condition they might have from what happened.

50

Levitt Robinson is entitled to send a bill to the scheme administrator once every
30 days or so. The fees will then be paid out of the settlement fund. You can ask
to see the bills if you want to.

51

If the scheme administrator incurs administration costs that are more than the
limit the court has set, he will have to ask the court for permission first before
any extra administration costs can be paid out of the settlement fund.

D2:

Sub-group representative payments and Roy Bramwell’s payment

52

Each of the sub-groups had someone who was the “sub-group representative”.
That means that they were making a claim for compensation for everyone who
was in the sub-group.

53

The sub-group representatives for the SERT sub-group were Lex, Agnes, and
Cecilia Wotton. The sub-group representative for the travel restriction subgroup was Delphine Dawn Clay, and the sub-group representative for the
general damages sub-group was Yvette Gail Wotton.

54

The sub-group representatives will each be paid an extra $2,000 out of the
settlement scheme, on top of the money that they have received or will receive
as compensation. This is called the “sub-group representative payment”. It is
being paid to them because they had to give up a lot of time and do a lot of
work for the people in the sub-groups, like speaking to the lawyers to tell them
about their claim and what to do in the case, and going to the mediation to
make a deal with the government and the police about how much was going to
be paid. It is also being paid to them because they took a risk when they
became the sub-group representatives, which meant that they might have had
to go to court, and that they would have had to pay the fees of the lawyers for
the government and the police if they had lost.

55

One other person who will get a payment that is different from what the other
group members are getting is Roy Bramwell. He has brought his own claim for
compensation in the class action because of what happened to him when he
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was in the police station with Mulrunji Doomadgee. He is the only person who
was there, and so no one else has a claim like his. He has agreed with the
respondents on how much he will be paid and so his claim will be paid out of
the settlement fund separately and will not be included in the settlement
scheme.
56

The sub-group representative payments and Roy Bramwell’s payment will be
made out of the settlement fund as soon as possible.

D3:

Summary of payments to the registered group members

57

The way that it will be decided how much compensation each person gets is
explained in detail in the part of this settlement scheme called “PART G:
Payment”. The next few paragraphs are just a summary of the payments.

58

There will be two payments made to each registered group member who is
entitled to compensation. First, the scheme administrator will pay every
registered group member who is entitled to compensation $3,000. This will be
paid by the scheme administrator within 14 days after he has received the
reviewer’s decisions about the sub-group notices. We explain about the sub group notices in the part of this settlement scheme called “E3: Working out
who is in the sub-groups” and we explain about the sub-group notice
reviewer’s decisions in the part called “E7: What do you do if you think that
the scheme administrator has made a mistake in the sub-group notice?”.

59

This $3,000 payment is called the “first payment”. The first payment is being
made so that everyone has some money while we work out how much more
each person should get according to the settlement scheme.

60

After the first payment is made, the rest of the compensation that will be paid
will have to be worked out. Doing that will be complicated for SERT sub-group
members and some other group members, and will probably take many months.

61

When it is decided how much compensation each person should get, the
scheme administrator will make another payment for that compensation to all of
the registered group members. This is called the “second payment”.

62

If there is any money left in the settlement fund after the scheme administrator
has made all of the second payments, all group members who have been paid
compensation will be paid a little more if there is enough to go around. This is
called the “third payment”. There will not be a third payment unless there is
money left over after all of the second payments are made.
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HOW WILL THE SETTLEMENT SCHEME WORK?

E1:

The scheme administrator

63

The scheme administrator is allowed to hire other people to help him when he is
administering the settlement scheme. For example, he can hire barristers,
accountants, or psychiatrists if he thinks that it will help him to work out how
much compensation group members should receive.

64

The scheme administrator has to make sure that the settlement scheme is run in
a way that is in the interests of all of the group members.

65

The scheme administrator must try and complete the administration of the
settlement scheme and pay out the contents of the settlement fund account by
[12 MONTHS AFTER EXPIRY OF APPEAL DATE]. If he needs more time he will
have to ask the court to allow that further time.

66

If the scheme administrator makes any small mistake while he is administering
the scheme, he is allowed to correct that mistake. He can do this at any time
while the settlement scheme is being administered.

67

The scheme administrator will involve the Public Trustee of Queensland in the
administration of the settlement scheme where the scheme administrator
considers it appropriate to do so.

E2:

The settlement fund account

68

After the court made an order approving the settlement scheme, the settlement
money was paid into a bank account that is in the scheme administrator’s name,
and also has a person chosen by the Applicants as a signatory (who is called
“the Applicants’ signatory”). This account is called the Palm Island Class Action
“settlement fund account”. The scheme administrator and the Applicants’
signatory are not allowed to do anything with the money in the settlement fund
account unless the settlement scheme says that they can.

69

The settlement money will earn interest while it’s in the settlement fund account.
Any interest that is paid will be added to the settlement fund and will be paid
the way the settlement scheme says the settlement fund should be paid.

70

The scheme administrator is entitled to transfer money from the settlement fund
account to the trust account of Levitt Robinson for the purposes of making
distributions to group members, or paying legal fees or expenses incurred, in
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accordance with this settlement scheme. The Applicants’ signatory to the
settlement fund account must do all things necessary to facilitate such transfers.
71

The scheme administrator is also entitled to transfer all or part of the settlement
fund to another account, including a term deposit, as he deems fit, to which
both he and the Applicants’ signatory to the settlement fund account, are joint
signatories, for the purposes of maximising the interest to be earned on the
settlement fund. The person chosen by the Applicants to be a signatory to the
settlement fund account, must do all things necessary to facilitate such transfers.

E3:

Working out who is in the sub-groups

72

Levitt Robinson have done a lot of work over the last year interviewing the
registered group members and their families. Based on those interviews, Levitt
Robinson have a lot of information about the things that people say happened
to them. The information is made up of notes taken by the lawyers, as well as
recordings of interviews, and transcripts of interviews.

73

Some group members have also had a kind of statement prepared for them
which is called an “outline of evidence”. An outline of evidence is like a
statement, except that it has not been signed by the person who is giving the
statement.

74

We will use the information that we gather to write an outline of evidence on
behalf of every registered group member.

75

We don’t have enough information to write an outline of evidence for all of the
registered group members yet, so we will need to do more interviews. Some
people who have already been interviewed will need to be interviewed again to
get more information.

76

If you need to be interviewed, then we will try our best to find you and interview
you. We will do this in three ways:
(a)

The first way is by trying to phone you on any phone number you have
given us or that someone in your family has given us.

(b)

The second way is by speaking to your family members to see if they can
find you.

(c)

The third way is by going to Palm Island and Townsville and trying to
find you by asking people if they know where you are.
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The last date for group members to be interviewed is [DATE]. (4 weeks after
appeal expiry date: being 42 days after approval date plus 4 weeks).
IMPORTANT: If you need to be interviewed and we can’t contact you
before [DATE], you might get paid less compensation than you would be
paid if you were interviewed.

78

It is your responsibility to make sure that you are interviewed. If you are not sure
whether you need to be interviewed, you should speak to us by:

79

(a)

calling 02 9286 3133 or 0476 288 518;

(b)

emailing palmisland@levittrobinson.com; or

(c)

sending a letter to PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300.

After we have written an outline of evidence for you, the scheme administrator
will use the outline of evidence and anything else that is relevant to decide
which sub-group you should be in. The scheme administrator will have to be
reasonably satisfied that you should be in a sub-group, based on the
information we have, before you are put into that sub-group.

80

After the scheme administrator has decided which sub-groups all of the
registered group members should be in, we will send you a letter to tell you
which sub-group you are in and the reasons why you are in that sub-group. This
letter is called the “sub-group notice”.

81

The sub-group notice will also have a copy of the outline of evidence that we
have prepared for you from the information that we have. If any evidence has
been used to make the decision in the sub-group notice other than your outline
of evidence, the sub-group notice will explain what it is, but it will not be sent
with the sub-group notice. If you want to see anything that is mentioned in the
sub-group notice but is not sent with the sub-group notice, you can ask us to
give it to you and tell us how we can give it to you (for example by post or
email). We will give you the information within 14 days after you ask us for it and
provide us with your contact information.

82

The scheme administrator must send the sub-group notices by no later than
(DATE) insert date being the date 8 weeks after the appeal expiry date.

83

Your sub-group notice will be posted to you if you have given us a postal
address that is not on Palm Island or may be couriered to you if you have given
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us a street address on Palm Island or emailed if you have given us an email
address or may be given to you by us personally.
84

You might be in more than one sub-group. If you are, your sub-group notice will
say so. If you are in the travel restriction sub-group or the general damages subgroup, your sub-group notice will also say whether you will get further damages.
That is explained in the part of this settlement scheme called “E6: Further
damages for general damages and travel restriction sub-groups”.

85

If you are in the SERT sub-group, your sub-group notice will tell you which SERT
claims you have.
IMPORTANT: You need to check your post or email or contact us so that
you get your sub-group notice on time. You also need to make sure that we
have the right contact information for you. If you don’t do this, you might
not get paid all the compensation that you should get.

E4:

How will it be decided how much money the general damages sub-group
get?

86

Almost everyone in the general damages sub-group will get the same amount of
money. We explain how this works in the part of this settlement scheme that’s
called “PART G: Payment”.

E5:

How will it be decided how much money the travel restriction sub-group
should get?

87

Almost everyone in the travel restriction sub-group will get the same amount of
money, which will be more than the people in the general damages sub-group.
We explain how this works in the part of this settlement scheme that’s called
“PART G: Payment”.

E6:

Further damages for general damages and travel restriction sub-groups

88

There are a few people in the general damages sub-group and the travel
restriction sub-group who will get further damages. We explain how this works
in the part of this settlement scheme that’s called “PART G: Payment”.

89

There are only a few reasons why a person in the general damages sub-group or
the travel restriction sub-group might get further damages. Those reasons are:
(a)

The close family members of Mulrunji Doomadgee might get further
damages, because the police didn’t investigate the death of their family
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member properly and they were traumatised by this. Family members
who have already been paid compensation by the government for what
happened will not get any further damages for this.
(b)

People who were threatened or assaulted by the police during the
emergency situation after the fire in the police station might get further
damages.

(c)

People who had their houses raided by the police around the time of the
emergency situation, but where it was the normal police who did the raid
and not the SERT squad, might get further damages.

(d)

People who were arrested by the police might get further damages if the
police didn’t have a real reason to arrest them. This will be decided based
on the information the police had at the time, and not because of what
people tell us now. We know what information the police had at the time
because the court ordered them to give it to us before the trial of the
class action.

(e)

People in the travel restriction sub-group will get further damages if
what happened to them was very humiliating or difficult. For example,
people who couldn’t get home and didn’t have any spare clothes or any
money for food might get further damages, and parents who couldn’t be
with their young children and were very worried about them might get
further damages.

IMPORTANT: If you have spoken to us already about what happened and
you did not tell us that something had happened to you which would
probably mean that you would get further damages, you probably won’t
get any further damages.
90

The scheme administrator will decide which registered group members are likely
to get further damages. If you are in the general damages sub-group or the
travel restriction sub-group, then we will tell you in your sub-group notice
whether the scheme administrator has decided that you are likely to get further
damages, and the reasons why he has made that decision.

91

If the sub-group notice says that you are likely to get further damages, or if you
ask for a review of the sub-group notice and the sub-group notice reviewer
decides that you are likely to get further damages, then you will have a
“damages assessment”. That means a person, who is called a “damages
assessor”, will decide how much you should be paid to compensate you for
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what happened to you. We explain how this works in the part of this settlement
scheme called “E8: Assessments of further damages claims”.
92

We explain who the damages assessor is in the part of this settlement scheme
called “PART H: The assessors and reviewers”.

E7:

What do you do if you think that the scheme administrator has made a
mistake in the sub-group notice?

93

You might think that there is a mistake in the sub-group notice. This could be
because:
(a)

the sub-group notice is wrong about which sub-group you are in; or

(b)

the sub-group notice is wrong about the kinds of SERT claims you have;
or

(c)

you are a member of the general damages sub-group or travel restriction
sub-group and you think that you should get further damages, but the
sub-group notice says that you will not get further damages.

If you think that something like this has happened to you, then you can ask for a
review. If you lose the review you will have to pay for the cost of it out of
your compensation. This is explained later in this settlement scheme.
94

A “review” is when someone looks at a decision and then decides if it is the
right decision.

95

The person who does the review will be called the “sub-group notice
reviewer”. We explain who the sub-group notice reviewer is in the part of this
settlement scheme called “PART H: The assessors and reviewers”.

96

Your sub-group notice will explain the reasons for the decisions that have been
made about you. You should make sure that you understand these reasons
before you ask for a review. You should only ask for a review if you think that
what your sub-group notice says is wrong.

97

The sub-group notice will have a form with it called a “review form”. There will
also be an envelope which is addressed to Levitt Robinson, PO Box 850,
Darlinghurst NSW 1300. If you don’t think your sub-group notice is wrong, then
you can ignore the review form.
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After we tell you what sub-group you are in, you will have until [DATE insert date
which is 12 weeks after appeal expiry period] to ask for a review. This is the “subgroup notice review deadline”. There are three ways you can ask for a review:
(a)

The first way to ask for a review is to call us on 02 9286 3133 or
0476 288 518 by no later than [DATE 12 weeks after appeal expiry period].
If you do this, we will fill out a review form for you while you speak to us.

(b)

The second way to ask for a review is to fill out a review form yourself
and post it to us using the envelope that comes with the sub-group
notice so that your letter reaches us by no later than [DATE 12 weeks
after appeal expiry period].

(c)

The third way to ask for a review is to come and see us in person when
we are on Palm Island or in Townsville, so we can help you fill out a
review form.

IMPORTANT: If you ask for a review after [DATE], you will not be able to
have a review.
That means that you have to make sure you call us, post us the review
form, or come and see us on time. If you do this too late, you will miss your
chance to have a review.
99

Your review form should say why you think the scheme administrator made the
wrong decision when he said which sub-group you are in or which SERT claims
you have or whether you should get further damages. What you say in the
review form will be the only way you can tell the sub-group notice reviewer why
you think the scheme administrator was wrong about your claim, so it needs to
be complete and clear.

100

After you ask us for a review, the scheme administrator must give your review
form to the reviewer together with your outline of evidence, your sub-group
notice, and all of the information that is mentioned in your sub-group notice, by
[DATE (insert date 15 weeks after expiry of appeal period )].

101

The reviewer will then decide whether the scheme administrator made a mistake.
The reviewer will have 4 weeks to decide this and to tell the scheme
administrator what their decision is, or they can have a longer time if the scheme
administrator decides they reasonably require it.
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Within 2 weeks of being told by the sub-group notice reviewer what their
decision is for all of the people who have asked for reviews, we must send a
letter to everyone who has had a review to tell them what the result of the
review was and the reasons for the result. This will be called a “review decision
notice”. The review decision notice will be sent out in the same way as the subgroup notice.

103

If the reviewer decides that the scheme administrator put you in the wrong subgroup, or gave you the wrong SERT claim, or that you are likely to get further
damages, that means you have won the review.

104

If the reviewer decides that the scheme administrator put you in the right subgroup, that the scheme administrator was right about the SERT claim you have,
or that you are not likely to get further damages, that means you have lost the
review.
IMPORTANT: The review will cost $[TBC]. If you lose the review, and the
reviewer decides that you were in the right sub-group, you had the right
SERT claim, or that you aren’t likely to get further damages, then you will
need to pay for the review. That means that the cost of the review will be
taken out of the compensation that you are paid.

105

There are a few reasons why you might lose the review:
(a)

You might lose the review because you are saying something that is
different from something that you have said before, and they can’t
both be true.
For example, if we asked you whether you had seen any of the police riot
squad raiding peoples’ homes and you said that you hadn’t, and then
later you told us that you had, then the reviewer might not believe you
when you say that you did see that. Or if you told us that you were in
Townsville when the fire happened, and then you told us later that you
were on Palm Island, the reviewer might not believe that you were on
Palm Island.
As another example, after the fire in the police station a lot of people
were interviewed by the police. If you say something different now from
what you said to the police at the time, the reviewer might not believe
what you say now.
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You might lose the review because what you told us is different
from what other people have told us, or because it’s different from
things that we know happened because of the records that we have.
For example, if you tell us that you were in someone’s house when the
SERT squad raided the house, but everyone else who was in the house
tells us that you weren’t there, then the reviewer might not believe that
you were there. Or if you tell us that your house was raided by the SERT
squad, but other people who were there say that it wasn’t, then the
reviewer might not believe that it was.
As another example, when people were arrested by the SERT squad, they
were taken to the police station and interviewed. The police also wrote
down that they were arrested. If you tell us that you were arrested by the
SERT squad, but none of the police records say that you were arrested at
the time, the reviewer might not believe that you were arrested.

106

After you have had a review and the reviewer has made a decision, that review is
the “final decision”. That means you can’t ask for another review.

E8:

Assessments of further damages claims

107

If the sub-group notice says that you are in the general damages sub-group or
the travel restriction sub-group and that you are one of the few sub-group
members who is likely to get further damages, or if you ask for a review of the
sub-group notice and the reviewer decides that you are likely to get further
damages, then you will have a “damages assessment”. That means a person,
who is called a “damages assessor”, will decide how much you should be paid
to compensate you for what happened to you.

108

If you need to have a damages assessment, we must give the damages assessor
your outline of evidence and any other information that we think is relevant
within 14 days after the sub-group notice review deadline (insert date which is
14 weeks after appeal expiry period). We will also send the damages assessor a
letter that says what we think about your claim, which will be copied to you.

109

The damages assessor must decide how much each member of the general
damages sub-group and travel restriction sub-group who is entitled to further
damages, should receive. The damages assessor must tell the scheme
administrator what their decisions are within 12 weeks after they receive the
information about those claims from the scheme administrator, or a longer time
if the scheme administrator decides they reasonably require it.
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By no later than 14 days after we receive the damages assessor’s decisions the
scheme administrator will send letters to all members of the general damages
sub-group and travel restriction sub-group have had a damages assessment to
tell them what (if anything) the damages assessor has decided they should get
paid. This letter is called the “damages assessment notice”.

111

Your damages assessment notice will be posted to you if you have given us a
postal address that is not on Palm Island, or may be couriered to you if you have
given us a street address or emailed to you if you have given us an email
address or may be given to you by us personally.
IMPORTANT: You need to check your post or email or contact us.so that
you get your damages assessment notice on time.

112

You also need to make sure that we have the right address for you.

E9:

What do you do if you think the damages assessor made the wrong
decision in your damages assessment notice?

113

You will only be sent a damages assessment notice if you are a general damages
or travel restriction sub-group member and you are likely to get further
damages. If you are not sent a damages assessment notice, this part of the
settlement scheme is not about you.

114

After you get your damages assessment notice, you might be disappointed with
what the damages assessor says you will get paid. If you think the damages
assessor has made the wrong decision, you can ask for a review.

115

A “review” is when someone looks at a decision and then decides if it is the
right decision. After we send the damages assessment notice to everyone, you
will have 4 weeks to ask for a review of the damages assessor’s decision.

116

The person who does the review will be called the “damages assessment
reviewer”. We explain who the damages assessment reviewer is in the part of
this settlement scheme called “PART H: The assessors and reviewers”.

117

Your damages assessment notice will have a form inside it called a “damages
assessment review form”. There will also be an envelope which is addressed to
Levitt Robinson, PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300.

118

You will have 4 weeks to ask for a review from the date that we send you the
damages assessment notice. That means you need to ask for a review by [DATE].
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This is the “damages assessment review deadline”. There are three ways you
can ask for a review:
(a)

The first way to ask for a review is to call us on 02 9286 3133 or
0476 288 518. If you do this, we will fill out a damages assessment
review form for you while you speak to us.

(b)

The second way to ask for a review is to fill out a damages assessment
review form and post it to us using the envelope that comes with the
sub-group notice.

(c)

The third way to ask for a review is to come and find us on Palm Island or
in Townsville. We will do our best to let all of the group members know
when we are visiting Palm Island or Townsville and when they can come
and see us.

IMPORTANT: If you ask for a review of the assessment of your further
damages claim after [DATE], you will not be able to have a review.
That means that you have to make sure you see the letter on time. If you
see the letter too late, you will miss your chance to have a review.
119

Your damages assessment review form should say why you think the damages
assessor made the wrong decision. What you say in the review form will be the
only way you can tell the damages reviewer why you think the damages assessor
was wrong about your claim, so it needs to be complete and clear.

120

After you ask the scheme administrator for a review, we must give the damages
assessment reviewer a copy of your damages assessment review form, the
damages assessor’s decision, and all of the documents that were provided to the
damages assessor within 14 days after we receive your damages assessment
review form.

121

When they have been given everything, the damages assessment reviewer will
look at all of it and then make a decision about whether the damages assessor
was right. The damages assessment reviewer must make the decision within 4
weeks after they receive your damages assessment review form.

122

Within 2 weeks of being told by the damages assessment reviewer what their
decision is for all of the people who have asked for reviews, we must send a
letter to everyone who has had a review to tell them what the result of the
review was and the reasons for the result.
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If the damages assessment reviewer decides that the damages assessor was
wrong, then the damages assessment reviewer will decide how much
compensation you should get paid instead.
IMPORTANT: The damages assessment reviewer might give you LESS
compensation than the damages assessor thought you should get.
If the damages assessment reviewer does not give you at least 15% more
compensation than the damages assessor thought you should get, then you
will have lost the review and will have to pay for it. The damages
assessment review will cost $xxxx.

124

There are a few reasons why you might lose the damages assessment review:
(a)

You might lose the assessment review because you are saying
something that is different from something that you have said
before, and they can’t both be true.
For example, if we asked you whether you had seen any of the police riot
squad raiding peoples’ homes and you said that you hadn’t, and then
later you told us that you had, then the reviewer might not believe you
when you say that you did see that.
As another example, after the fire in the police station a lot of people
were interviewed by the police. If you say something different now from
what you said to the police at the time, the reviewer might not believe
what you say now.

(b)

You might lose the assessment review because what you told us is
different from what other people have told us, or because it’s
different from things that we know happened because of the
records that we have.
For example, if you tell us that you were in someone’s house when the
SERT squad raided the house, but everyone else who was in the house
tells us that you weren’t there, then the reviewer might not believe that
you were there. Or if you tell us that your house was raided by the SERT
squad, but other people who were there say that it wasn’t, then the
reviewer might not believe that it was.
As another example, when people were arrested by the SERT squad, they
were taken to the police station and interviewed. The police also wrote
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down that they were arrested. If you tell us that you were arrested by the
SERT squad, but none of the police said that you were arrested at the
time, the reviewer might not believe that you were arrested.
125

After you have had a damages assessment review and the damages assessment
reviewer has made a decision, you can’t ask for another review. The damages
assessment reviewer’s decision is the “final decision” about how much
compensation you will be paid.

PART F:

HOW WILL THE COMPENSATION THAT THE SERT SUB-GROUP
GET BE DECIDED?

126

It is a lot more complicated to work out what the SERT sub-group members will
get than it is for the general damages sub-group and the travel restriction subgroup. There are three reasons for that.

127

The first reason is that what the police did to people in the SERT sub-group is
much worse than what they did to the people in the other two sub-groups, so
they are getting more compensation than the other two sub-groups. This means
it makes sense to spend more time and money working out what they should
get.

128

The second reason is that very different things happened to different people in
the SERT sub-group, and some of them were much worse than others. For
example, someone who was tasered by the SERT squad will get paid a lot more
than someone who wasn’t there when the SERT squad raided their house.

129

The third reason is that some of the people in the SERT sub-group were more
traumatised than others. For example, one person might have Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (which is “PTSD”) because of what happened, when another
person doesn’t. The person with PTSD will be paid more compensation than the
other person, because of the trauma they suffered and maybe because they
need money for treatment.

F1:

How will it be decided what group members with SERT-property claims get

130

Almost everyone with a SERT-property claim will get the same amount of
money. We explain how this works in the part of this settlement scheme that’s
called “PART G: Payment”.
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F2:

How it will be decided what the SERT-witness claims get

131

Almost everyone with a SERT-witness claim will get the same amount of money.
We explain how this works in the part of this settlement scheme that’s called
“PART G: Payment”.

F3:

How it will be decided what the SERT-assault and SERT-present claims get

132

To decide how much the people with a SERT-assault claim or a SERT-present
claim will get, they will have a “SERT assessment”. That means a person, who is
called a “SERT assessor”, will decide how much they should be paid to
compensate them for what happened to them. We explain who the SERT
assessor is in the part of this settlement scheme called “PART H: The assessors
and reviewers”.

133

The scheme administrator must give the SERT assessor any sworn evidence that
you have given, any psychiatric reports that have been prepared for you, and
any other information that we think is relevant, by no later than 14 days after the
scheme administrator has received this information. The information that the
SERT assessor will have, including your sworn evidence and the psychiatric
reports, is explained in the part of this settlement scheme called: “F4: What
information will the SERT assessor be given about you to help them decide
how much compensation you should receive?”

134

There are three kinds of compensation that the SERT assessor can decide that
someone with a SERT-assault or a SERT-present claim should get.

135

The first kind of compensation is called “ordinary damages”. You will get
ordinary damages if what happened to you was traumatic. For example,
someone might get ordinary damages because they were handcuffed or
because they were tasered. The amount of ordinary damages you get will
depend on how badly affected you were by what happened.

136

The second kind of compensation is called “special damages”. You will get
special damages if anything happened to you that you need money to fix. For
example, if you suffered an injury because of what happened and you need to
take medicine or other treatment for it, you will get special damages so that you
can pay for the treatment.

137

The third kind of compensation is called “aggravated damages”. You get
aggravated damages if there was something about what happened to you or the
way that the police did it that was particularly bad.
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For example, you might get aggravated damages because you were a pregnant
woman and the police pointed a gun at you and told you to lie on your stomach
on the ground, or you might get aggravated damages because you were
dragged out of your house without any clothes on.

139

The SERT assessor will decide how much compensation members of the SERT
sub-group will get based on what the law is and the amounts that the applicants
were given in the judgment. They must decide this for all of the people with
SERT-present or SERT-assault claims and must tell the scheme administrator
what their decisions are, within 12 weeks after they receive the information from
the scheme administrator for each person who is being assessed, or a longer
time if the scheme administrator decides they reasonably require it.

140

The scheme administrator will send letters to everyone in the SERT sub-group
who is being assessed within 14 days after he receives the SERT assessor’s
decisions, to tell them what the assessor has decided they should get paid. This
letter is called the “SERT assessment notice”.

141

Your SERT assessment notice will be posted to you if you have given us a postal
address that is not on Palm Island, or may be couriered to you if you have given
us a street address or emailed to you if you have given us an email address or
may be given to you by us personally. .
IMPORTANT: You need to check your post or email or contact us so that
you get your SERT assessment notice on time. You also need to make sure
that we have the right address for you.

142

If you don’t do this, you might not get paid all the compensation that you
should get.

F4:

What information will the SERT assessor be given about you to help them
decide how much compensation you should receive?

143

For the SERT assessor to make an assessment, they will need two kinds of
information about each person with a SERT-assault claim or a SERT-present
claim.

144

The first kind of information that the SERT assessor needs is called “sworn
evidence”. That is evidence given in court or a statement that you sign in front
of a lawyer, a Justice of the Peace, or a Commissioner for Oaths, which you
swear is true. If you believe in God, you swear to God that it is true.
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IMPORTANT: You must never tell a lie in sworn evidence. If you lie in sworn
evidence, it is a crime.
145

Unless you have hired another lawyer, we will help you make your sworn
evidence. It will be in an “affidavit” that we will write for you after we have
spoken to you.
IMPORTANT: If you need to give sworn evidence, we need to be able to
find you. You should make sure that we know where you are staying and
that we have a phone number that we can call you on.
If we can’t find you, then you can’t give sworn evidence, and you will get
paid much less compensation.

146

If you went to court and you were a witness in the trial of the class action, you
do not need to give any more sworn evidence.

147

Instead of Levitt Robinson preparing your sworn evidence, you can ask your own
lawyer to write your affidavit for you. Your lawyer should send your affidavit to
Levitt Robinson after you have sworn it.

148

If you don’t swear an affidavit because we can’t find you, but you have been
interviewed by Levitt Robinson before about your claim, then the scheme
administrator can choose to give the SERT assessor any interview notes,
recordings, or transcripts, to help the assessor make a decision about your claim.
The SERT assessor can decide what to do with this, and does not have to act on
it if they don’t think that they should, so make sure we can contact you.

149

The second kind of information that the assessor needs is medical evidence. This
will include a “psychiatric report”. That means you will have to see a
psychiatrist, who will speak to you for a couple of hours and then will write a
report about you.

150

The psychiatrist will be hired by the scheme administrator to see the people who
have SERT-present or SERT-assault claims, and to prepare reports for them.
There will probably be more than one psychiatrist who is hired to do this. It will
cost $TBC for each report that the psychiatrists prepare.

151

The reports that the psychiatrists prepare will have to follow the court’s Expert
Evidence Practice Note (GPN-EXPT), which you can read at
http://www.fedcourt.gov.au/law-and-practice/practice-documents/practicenotes/gpn-expt.
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Some people have already seen a psychiatrist and had a report prepared for
them. If this has happened for you, you do not need to see another psychiatrist
and have another report prepared.

153

If you have not already seen a psychiatrist, we will, depending on the outcome
of the reviews of any of the sub-group notices, try to arrange your appointment
with the psychiatrist by no later than DATE insert date which is 42 days after the
expiry of the appeal. The psychiatrist will either be in Palm Island or in Townsville,
but we may be able to arrange for an appointment somewhere else if you ask us
to, depending on the availability of the psychiatrists that the scheme
administrator has hired. If we can’t arrange for an appointment somewhere else
then you will have to travel to Palm Island or Townsville to see the psychiatrist.
IMPORTANT: If you miss your appointment with the psychiatrist then you
will have to pay a cancellation fee, which will be about $[TBC].
If you miss two appointments with the psychiatrist then you will not get a
psychiatric report and you will be paid much less compensation.

154

If you need to travel to see the psychiatrist, then we can pay for your reasonable
travel expenses out of the settlement fund.

155

Before you see the psychiatrist, we will send the psychiatrist three things:
(a)

A letter that tells them what they need to do.

(b)

Your outline of evidence.

(c)

Your health records. We will get your health records from the Townsville
Hospital and Health Service. You don’t need to find them.

156

After we have sworn evidence and a psychiatric report for you, we will give them
to the SERT assessor. We will also give the SERT assessor anything else that we
think the assessor should have while they are assessing your claim. For example,
we might give the SERT assessor any statements you have made in the past.
When we send these things to the SERT assessor, we will give the SERT assessor
a letter that tells the SERT assessor what we think about your claim, which will be
copied to you. The SERT assessor will use those things to decide how much
money you will be paid.
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F5:

What do you do if you think the SERT assessor made the wrong decision in
your SERT assessment notice?

157

You will only be sent a SERT assessment notice if you have a SERT-assault claim
or a SERT-present claim. If you are not sent a SERT assessment notice, this part
of the settlement scheme is not about you.

158

After you get your SERT assessment notice, you might be disappointed with
what the SERT assessor says you will get paid. If you think the SERT assessor has
made the wrong decision, you can ask for a review.

159

A “review” is when someone looks at a decision and then decides if it is the
right decision. After we send the assessment notice to everyone, you will have 4
weeks to ask for a review of the SERT assessor’s decision.

160

The person who does the review will be called the “SERT assessment reviewer”.
We explain who the SERT assessment reviewer is in the part of this settlement
scheme called “PART H: The assessors and reviewers”.

161

Your SERT assessment notice will have a form with it called a “SERT assessment
review form”. There will also be an envelope which is addressed to Levitt
Robinson, PO Box 850, Darlinghurst NSW 1300.

162

You will have 4 weeks to ask for a review from the date that we send you the
SERT assessment notice. That means you need to ask for a review by [DATE]. This
is the “SERT assessment review deadline”. There are three ways you can ask for
a review:
(a)

The first way to ask for a review is to call us on 02 9286 3133 or
0476 288 518. If you do this, we will fill out a SERT assessment review
form for you while you speak to us.

(b)

The second way to ask for a review is to fill out a SERT assessment review
form and post it to us using the envelope that comes with the SERT
assessment notice.

(c)

The third way to ask for a review is to come and find us on Palm Island or
in Townsville. We will do our best to let all of the group members know
when we are visiting Palm Island or Townsville and when they can come
and see us.

IMPORTANT: If you ask for a review of the assessment of your SERT claim
after [DATE], you will not be able to have a review.
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That means that you have to make sure you see the letter on time. If you
see the letter too late, you will miss your chance to have a review.
163

Your SERT assessment review form should say why you think the SERT assessor
made the wrong decision. What you say in the review form will be the only way
you can tell the reviewer why you think the SERT assessor was wrong about your
claim, so it needs to be complete and clear.

164

After you ask the scheme administrator for a review, we must give the SERT
assessment reviewer a copy of your SERT assessment review form, the SERT
assessor’s decision, and a copy of any all of the documents that were provided
to the SERT assessor within 14 days after we receive your SERT assessment
review form.

165

When they have been given everything, the SERT assessment reviewer will look
at all of it and then make a decision about whether the SERT assessor was right.
The SERT assessment reviewer must make the decision within 4 weeks after they
receive your SERT assessment review form.

166

Within 2 weeks of being told by the SERT assessment reviewer what their
decision is for all of the people who have asked for reviews, we must send a
letter to everyone who has had a review to tell them what the result of the
review was and the reasons for the result.

167

If the SERT assessment reviewer decides that the SERT assessor was wrong, then
the SERT assessment reviewer will decide how much compensation you should
get paid instead.
IMPORTANT: The SERT assessment reviewer might give you LESS
compensation than the SERT assessor thought you should get.
If the SERT assessment reviewer does not give you at least 15% more
compensation than the SERT assessor thought you should get, then you
will have lost the review and will have to pay for the review. The SERT
assessment review will cost $xxxx.

168

There are a few reasons why you might lose the SERT assessment review:
(a)

You might lose the assessment review because you are saying
something that is different from something that you have said
before, and they can’t both be true.
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For example, if we asked you whether you had seen any of the police riot
squad raiding peoples’ homes and you said that you hadn’t, and then
later you told us that you had, then the reviewer might not believe you
when you say that you did see that.
As another example, after the fire in the police station a lot of people
were interviewed by the police. If you say something different now from
what you said to the police at the time, the reviewer might not believe
what you say now.
(b)

You might lose the assessment review because what you told us is
different from what other people have told us, or because it’s
different from things that we know happened because of the
records that we have.
For example, if you tell us that you were in someone’s house when the
SERT squad raided the house, but everyone else who was in the house
tells us that you weren’t there, then the reviewer might not believe that
you were there. Or if you tell us that your house was raided by the SERT
squad, but other people who were there say that it wasn’t, then the
reviewer might not believe that it was.
As another example, when people were arrested by the SERT squad, they
were taken to the police station and interviewed. The police also wrote
down that they were arrested. If you tell us that you were arrested by the
SERT squad, but none of the police said that you were arrested at the
time, the reviewer might not believe that you were arrested.

169

After you have had a SERT assessment review and the SERT assessment reviewer
has made a decision, you can’t ask for another review. The SERT assessment
reviewer’s decision is the “final decision” about how much compensation you
will be paid.

PART G:

PAYMENTS

G1:

How you will be paid

170

If you are entitled to compensation out of the settlement fund, we will give you
a cheque for your compensation or, if you give us your bank account details, we
may be able to deposit the money into your bank account. There are three ways
we can give you a cheque if you have not given us your bank account details:
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The first way we can give you a cheque is by posting it to an address you
give us that is not on Palm Island.

(b)

The second way we can give you a cheque is by couriering it to you at a
street address that you have provided to us.

(c)

The third way we can give you a cheque is by handing it to you when we
come to Palm Island or Townsville. We will do our best to let you know
when we are visiting Palm Island or Townsville and when you can come
and see us.

171

We will do our best to find all of the group members who are being paid
compensation by cheque to give them their cheques, but if you have not given
us your bank account details it is your responsibility to make sure we can find
you.

G2:

First payment

172

There will be two payments made to each registered group member. First, every
registered group member who are entitled to compensation will be paid $3,000.
This is called the “first payment”. The first payment will be paid by the scheme
administrator within 14 days after he has received the sub-group notice
reviewer’s decisions about the sub-group notices.

173

The first payments are going to be made because it will take months to work out
the total amount of compensation that each eligible registered group member
should get, so the first payments will give group members some compensation
while that process is completed.

G3:

Second payment

174

After all of the reviews have been finished, we will be able to work out how
much every registered group member should be paid. We will then pay
everyone whatever the settlement scheme says they should be paid out of the
settlement fund as soon as we can. This will be called the “second payment”.

175

The amount that will be paid in the second payment is called the “second
payment amount”.

176

The government is going to pay $30 million in total which is the “settlement
fund”.
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The settlement fund will also earn interest while the scheme is being
administered.

178

At the end of the process of working out what every eligible registered group
member should be paid, we will know the amount of administration costs that
have to be paid from the settlement fund. The amount left in the settlement
fund after the scheme administrator has made all of the payments that will be
made before the second payment is called the “nett total fund”. The payments
that will be made before the second payment include:

179

(a)

the outstanding costs;

(b)

the approval costs;

(c)

the lead representative payments

(d)

Roy Bramwell’s payment;

(e)

the first payment; and

(f)

all administration costs up to the time the second payment is made.

Those payments are explained in the part of this settlement scheme called
“PART D: How will the settlement fund be paid?”

180

To work out your second payment amount, we first need to work out a
“preliminary second payment amount”. Because the total settlement fund
can’t be more than $30 million, it could be that there is not enough money in
the settlement fund to pay everyone their preliminary second payment amount.
If that happens, it wouldn’t be fair for anyone to miss out on getting paid
compensation. So instead of anyone missing out, everyone will be paid a little
bit less.

181

We will work out your preliminary second payment amount as follows:
(a)

if you are in the general damages sub-group, $10,000;

(b)

if you are in the travel restriction sub-group, $20,000;

(c)

if you are in the general damages sub-group or the travel restriction subgroup and you are one of the few who will get further damages:
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if you have not had a review of your damages assessment, the
amount of further damages that the damages assessor says you
should get; or

(ii)

if you have had a review of your assessment, the amount of
further damages that the damages assessment reviewer thinks
you should get;

(d)

for each SERT-property claim or SERT-witness claim that you have,
$20,000;

(e)

if you have a SERT-assault claim or SERT-present claim:
(i)

if you have not had a review of your SERT assessment, the
amount the SERT assessor says you should get for that claim; or

(ii)

if you have had a review of your SERT assessment, the amount
the SERT assessment reviewer says you should get for that
claim.

182

We will then take away the following amounts:
(a)

$3,000 to account for the first payment; and

(b)

any costs or expenses that the settlement scheme says you have to pay
(such as the costs of any review you have lost.

183

After we have taken those amounts away, this will give us your preliminary
second payment amount.

184

If there is not enough money in the settlement fund to pay all of the preliminary
second payment amounts, we will work out how much less everyone will be paid
by the process called “pro rata”. That means that everyone will be paid a
percentage of their preliminary second payment amount, and it will be the same
percentage for everyone.

185

To work out the second payments pro rata, we will add up all of the preliminary
second payment amounts to get a total. We will then divide the nett total fund
by the total of the preliminary second payment amounts, which will give us the
percentage of the final second payments which can be made. The second
payment amounts will be that percentage of the preliminary second payment
amounts.
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For example, if it has been decided that Sam should get $5,000, Joyce should get
$10,000, and David should get $15,000 as their preliminary second payment
amounts, but the money in the settlement fund is only 90% of what we would
need to pay them that, then Sam’s second payment amount will be 90% of
$5,000, which is $4,500, Joyce’s second payment amount will be 90% of $10,000,
which is 9,000, and David’s second payment amount will be 90% of $15,000,
which is $13,500.

G4:

What if there’s some money left over?

187

When the second payments have all been made, there might still be some
money in the settlement fund. If that happens, then whatever is left will be paid
as soon as possible to everyone pro rata, based on what they had already been
paid. This will be called the “third payment”. There will not be a third payment
unless there is some money left over after all of the second payments are made.

188

If the money that is left is not enough to give any registered group members
more than $100, then instead of being paid to those registered group members,
whatever is left will be paid to a charity that helps Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people. The applicants will decide which charity this is.

G5:

Will interest be paid on compensation?

189

After the judgment, the applicants were given interest on their compensation.
The interest increased the compensation to about double what they were given
in the judgment.

190

The applicants and the respondents agreed that the settlement fund includes
interest. When this settlement scheme talks about an amount of compensation,
it includes interest. No one will be paid any interest on top of the compensation
that the settlement scheme says they should be paid.

G6:

What if you have already been paid compensation?

191

Some group members have already been paid compensation by the
respondents for the things that the class action is about. If you have already
been paid compensation because of any of those things, then you will not be
paid any more compensation for that same thing.
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THE ASSESSORS AND REVIEWERS

For some parts of the settlement scheme we need to hire other lawyers to be
“assessors” or “reviewers”, who will make decisions about some of the group
members’ claims. What they do is explained earlier in the settlement scheme.

H1:

Choosing the assessors and reviewers

193

All of the assessors and reviewers need to be very experienced lawyers, who
have been barristers for at least seven years. They will also be “independent”,
which means that no one will be able to tell them what to decide.

194

The scheme administrator can hire as many assessors or reviewers as he thinks
he needs to administer the settlement scheme in the timeframe that the court
has set and for the costs that the court has approved.

H2:

What information will the assessors and reviewers have?

195

The assessors and reviewers will make decisions based on the information we
give them. We will give them all of the information that the settlement scheme
says we should give them, and we will not give them anything else.

PART I:
196

APOLOGY

The State of Queensland has agreed to apologise to the group members for
what happened in November 2004. The Applicants have agreed to the wording
of the apology, and the court has agreed that it is appropriate.

197

The apology will be published on a quarter of a page in one edition of the
‘Courier Mail’, the ‘Townsville Bulletin’ and the ‘Palm Island Voice’.

PART J:
198

NO MORE CLAIMS

After every registered group member has been paid all of the compensation that
the settlement scheme says they should be paid the applicants and the group
members will “release” us and anyone we have hired to help us administer the
settlement scheme, including all of the reviewers, assessors, and psychiatrists,
from any claims that are about the settlement scheme or the class action.
Releasing us means that the applicants and the group members will not be able
to claim compensation from us or ask the court to make us do something
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because they say that we did something wrong when we were working on the
class action or on the settlement scheme. We will be able to use the settlement
scheme as a bar to any claim like that.

PART K:
199

SUPERVISION BY THE COURT

If the Scheme Administrator has any problems when we are administering this
settlement scheme he can go to the court and ask the court to decide what is
the best course of action.
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LIST OF DEFINED TERMS

If you want to know what these words mean, look for the pages with these numbers:

administering ................................................ 6
administration costs ............................... 12
affidavit ......................................................... 29
aggravated damages .............................. 27
applicants ........................................................ 5
approval costs ............................................ 11
assessors ....................................................... 38
damages assessment ....................... 18, 22
damages assessment notice ................ 23
damages assessment review deadline
...................................................................... 24
damages assessment review form ... 23
damages assessment reviewer .......... 23
damages assessor .............................. 18, 22
defined term .................................................. 2
final decision ................................ 22, 26, 33
first payment ....................................... 13, 34
general damages sub-group.................. 9
group members....................................... 2, 5
independent ................................................ 38
judgment ......................................................... 5
nett total fund ........................................... 35
no win no fee.............................................. 11
No Win No Fee Cost Agreement ......... 6
notice ................................................................. 7
ordinarily resident ................................. 2, 5
ordinary damages .................................... 27
outlined of evidence ............................... 15
outstanding costs ..................................... 11
Palm Island Class Action .......................... 5
preliminary second payment amount
...................................................................... 35
pro rata .......................................................... 36
psychiatric report ..................................... 29
PTSD................................................................ 26
registered group member....................... 8
registered group members..................... 5
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release ............................................................ 38
respondents ................................................... 5
review ...............................................19, 23, 31
review decision notice ............................ 21
review form ................................................. 19
reviewers ....................................................... 38
scheme administrators ............................. 6
second payment ................................. 13, 34
second payment amount ...................... 34
SERT ................................................................... 9
SERT assessment ....................................... 27
SERT assessment notice ......................... 28
SERT assessment review deadline .... 31
SERT assessment review form ............ 31
SERT assessment reviewer.................... 31
SERT assessor .............................................. 27
SERT sub-group ........................................... 9
SERT-assault ................................................ 10
SERT-present ............................................... 10
SERT-property ............................................ 10
SERT-witness ............................................... 10
settlement fund ........................................... 5
settlement fund account acc............... 14
settlement scheme ..................................... 2
special damages ........................................ 27
sub-group notice ................................. 9, 16
sub-group notice review deadline ... 20
sub-group notice reviewer................... 19
sub-group representative ..................... 12
sub-group representative payment 12
sub-groups ..................................................... 9
sworn evidence .......................................... 28
the court .......................................................... 5
third payment ............................................. 13
travel restriction sub-group .................. 9
we ....................................................................... 6
you ..................................................................... 7
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TIMELINE OF SETTLEMENT SCHEME

Time

Event

1

Appeal expiry date

42 days after settlement approval
order as calculated in accordance
with the Federal Court Rules

2

Asap after appeal
expiry date

Roy Bramwell’s Payment

Page 13

3

Asap after appeal
expiry date

Lead Representatives Payment

Page 12

4

4 weeks after the
appeal expiry date

Re-interviews: uncategorised group
members and confirmation of subgroup

Page 16

5

42 days (6 weeks)
after appeal expiry
date subject to
outcome of sub
group notice reviews

SERT Psychiatric appointments to
be arranged

Page 30

6

8 weeks after the
appeal expiry date

scheme administrator must send
sub-group notices to group
members

Page 17

7

12 weeks after
appeal expiry date

sub-group notice review deadline

Page 20

8

15 weeks after
appeal expiry date

date by which scheme
administrator must give sub-group
notice reviewer documents for
review for any sub-group notice
review

Page 21

9

Within 4 weeks of
receiving information
from the scheme
administrator

sub-group notice reviewer to
provide scheme administrator with
decisions in relation to Sub-group
notice reviews.

Page 21
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Time

Event

Page Reference

10

Within 2 weeks of
being told by the
reviewer of their
decision

scheme administrator must send
review decision notices to group
members

Page 21

11

Within 14 days from
the date the scheme
administrator
receives the subgroup notice
reviewer’s decisions

First Payment – to be paid by
scheme administrator

Page 13 and page 34

12

Within 14 days after
sub-group notice
review deadline (14
weeks after expiry of
the appeal period)

damages assessments – scheme
administrator must provide
relevant documents to damages
assessor

Page 23

13

Within 12 weeks
after receiving
information from the
scheme administrator

damages assessment – damages
assessor must provide scheme
administrator with decision

Page 23

14

Within 14 days after
scheme administrator
receives damages
assessor’s decision

scheme administrator must send
damages assessment notice to
group member

Page 23

15

4 weeks after the
damages assessment
notice is sent by the
scheme administrator
to the group member

damages assessment review
deadline

Page 24

16

Within 14 days after
receiving the
damages assessment
review form

scheme administrator to provide
damages assessment reviewer with
information

Page 25

17

Within 4 weeks after
receiving the
information from the
scheme administrator

damages assessment reviewer to
make decisions and give decisions
to scheme administrator

Page 25
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Time

Event

Page Reference

18

Within 14 of scheme
administrator
receiving the
information

scheme administrator to provide
SERT assessor with relevant
documents

Page 27

19

Within 12 weeks
after receiving the
information from the
scheme administrator

SERT assessment – SERT assessor
must provide scheme administrator
with decision

Page 28

20

Within 14 days after
scheme administrator
receives SERT
assessor’s decision

scheme administrator must send
SERT assessment notice to group
member

Page 28

21

4 weeks after the
SERT Assessment
Notice is sent by the
scheme administrator
to the group member

SERT assessment review deadline

Page 31

22

Within 14 days after
receiving the SERT
assessment review
form

scheme administrator to provide
SERT assessment reviewer with
information

Page 32

23

Within 4 weeks after
receiving the
information from the
scheme administrator

SERT assessment reviewer to make
decisions and give decisions to
scheme administrator

Page 32

24

As soon as possible
after all reviews have
been completed

Second Payment – To be paid by
scheme administrator

Page 14 and page 34

25

As soon as possible
after Second
payment

Third Payment

Page 14 and page 37

26

12 Months After
Appeal Expiry Date

Completion of settlement scheme

Page 14
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